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CAREER SUMMARY
I am a Software Developer able to build an App from concept, navigation and layout. I have working experience with Javascript technologies

such as React and Node. I also experience with .NET, C#, SQL Server, MySQL and Firebase. Fast learner, hard worker and team player who is

proficient in an array of tools.

WORK EXPERIENCE

SKILLS & TOOLS

Innovation and Development Engineer Jr.

VisaNet Dominicana

React

Development of a reporting application for external use using React and Node.


Provide support to clients to implement payment gateway with Cybersource.


Design and development of internal applications using .NET, ASP.NET and MVC.

Technologies used:
React

Node

Javascript

CSS / Bootstrap

.NET

Frontend

C#

SQL Server

Cybersource

Javascript / jQuery
Flutter / Dart
HTML / CSS / Bootstrap
ASP.NET Razor

Backend

Process Documentation Specialist

Grupo Ramos

Node
.NET / C#

Plan the activities of creation, approval and distribution of the standard documentation of
the Company Processes according to the international standards and good practices of
quality management, in order to promote the standardization and continuous improvement
of the company's processes.

Key functions:
Design the distribution strategy for the documentation created and the removal of
obsolete documentation in order to ensure the quality of the published

Establish the documentation guidelines required for each Business Process in order to

guarantee the standardization of their scheme.


Coordinate the process documentation activities of the company in order to ensure

compliance with the regulations (ISO 9000).

Grupo Ramos

Coordinate the purchase of products of local origin and / or import, in order to comply with
the purchase plans of the company, satisfy demand, and avoid inventory shortages.

Key functions:
Execute and control the product purchase plan.


Follow the fulfillment of orders by our local and import suppliers.


Ensure generation of orders with correct specifications (quantity, delivery time,

discounts, etc.).

Firebase

Others
Git

OOP

REST API

documentation.


Purchase Order Coordinator

SQL Server / MySQL

UI/Unit Test
Android

iOS

MVC
SCRUM

EDUCATION
Technologist in Software
Development
Technological Institute of

The Americas (ITLA)

Bachelor's in Business

Administration
Technological Institute of

Santo Domingo (INTEC)

LANGUAGES
Spanish

English

OTHER INTERESTS
Travel

Movies

